1. **The application is free**

2. **Procedure:**
   - 4+1 (in SuperLiga and DIV II) and 5+1 (in DIV III) players, according to BJLEK(BJUFC) small pitch rules
   - SuperLiga is for prequalified DIV I, and DIV II teams who undertake to play in a higher division
   - maximum 12 players in a team (participants can not be changed during the championship, except during ‘draft’ period predetermined by the organizers and/or by unexpected ‘vis maior’ cases, with an official certification
   - match time: SuperLiga, DIV II, DIV III 2x25 minutes
   - in SuperLiga maximum 16 prequalified teams
   - in DIV II minimum 16 prequalified teams, maximum 24 teams (informative)
   - For teams, who lost in Superliga eighth finals and quarters, there will be a Presidential Cup, as a tradition once a year, during the spring semester
   - in DIV III unlimited number of teams
   - the best 4 teams (semi-final teams) in (DIV II and DIV III) automatically apply to a higher division

3. **A person can participate and play, if he/she is:**
   - a student of University of Debrecen (UD) and its Co-institutions (daytime, evening, correspondent, distance teaching)
   - a student of UD, Higher Educational Vocational Training (DE FOSZK in Hungarian)
   - a former student of UD and its Co-institutions (according to the UD Alumni Regulations)
   - a lecturer or worker of UD and its Co-institutions
   - a member or certified competitor of UD Sport Club and has a legal status as student, worker or alumni
   - a member or certified competitor of UD Sport Club but has NOT a legal status as student, worker or alumni (1 person per team till 8 players, 2 people per team from 9 to 12 players)
   - a professional football player with permission of his/her club and has a legal status as student, worker or alumni of UD

4. **Regulations:**
   - one player plays only in one team
   - illegitimate players will be disqualified and his/her team loses points or also be disqualified

5. **The results and the delays of the matches**
   - the results must be uploaded within 2 days (48 hours) at [http://www.buzanszkykupa.hu](http://www.buzanszkykupa.hu) webpage, failing to do so may result in point penalty, upon recurrence the penalty may be disqualification form the championship.
   - a team can delay only two matches during the championship (once in the group phase and then once in the finals) despite of that cases, delays may result in point penalty or even disqualification.
   - in cases of delays when the teams agree among themselves in the time and location of the games (the venue has to be booked by team representatives), a 0.5 factor delay creadit may be given

6. **The participants race permit:**
   - Before the game, the opponents – for their own interest – should mutually inspect the other players, and tell the referees the fact of the inspection and the result of it, until they start to operate in the field.
   - The minutes must be kept about the players who participate in the games and about the happenings on the field, and the minutes must be taken to the designated collection box, in the „Koli Kávézó.” (Kossuth Lajos Dormitory III.)
- Random inspections – By the members of the Competition Committee, and also by the commissioned volunteer field inspectors – can be expected.
- The referees can do the inspections electronically, if the possibilities are available, but the minutes must be kept physically as well.
- The given status order alone, which is uploaded to the official website does not give you the right to participate in the games.
- The participants at the games must identify themselves for the referees with the right documents (student card, DEKA-card, ID card, drivers licence), without this you are not allowed on the field.
- On the given field, only the appropriate footwear are allowed: on covered field (indoors) trainers, on open field either trainers or studs.
- Those teams who lacks any part of the registration, after one week of grace period they are going to be deleted, and also they won’t be classified until they finish the registration.
- We ask all the registered teams in either league to abstain yourself from any obscene language, and these kind of team names are absolutely forbidden!

7. The safety of the immediate surroundings of the field:

- The teams are responsible for the safety and cleanliness of the field and its immediate surroundings, and the behaviour of their fans, if these are not appropriate, then the referee can cease or interrupt the game, the responsible team can be disqualified.
- In indoors fields and on the stands (DESOK Sports Hall, Agrár Sports Hall) the consumption of any alcoholic beverage is forbidden.

8. Closing provisions:

From the current semester the following ranked leagues can be participated at.
Superleague
- DIV I. previously qualified teams, and those teams who are in the DIV II. league and undertake themselves on the challenge of being in a higher league.
- Participation at the Elnöki Cup for those teams who are not in the best 4.
DIV II. league
- DIV II. previously qualified teams, and recommended for those who were in DIV III. in the last semester and finished at being in the best 4 teams.
DIV III. league
- For those who are not qualified in the DIV II. league, the newly registered teams, and teams without a legal successor.
- The number of teams that can register is unlimited.

On the spring semester of 2016/17. those teams from the two lower leagues who earned the right of advancing league by being in the best four, it is obligatory for them to participate in the higher leagues in the autumn semester of 2017/18, and for those who played in the quarterfinals it is optional.

Every other information related to this will be in the amended Competition Rules, which will be found on the official website.
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